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PRESS RELEASE - Söderköping, June 12. 2013 

Big Wednesday no. 6 – ”Aggressive!” 

Aggressive floor prep tools. Aggressive prices. 
 
The new Greyline Superprep diamond tools from HTC are aggressive in many ways. With 
developed matrix technology we have managed to create extremely aggressive tools to an 
even more aggressive price.  

 
The new tool series have three different tools where the GL Superprep 0 is available in two 
different versions, one for hard concrete (HC) and one optimized for soft concrete (SC).  
The two coarsest steps in the GL Superprep series contain a mix of crushed PCD and 
diamonds to give a high cut rate. The tools are great for various floor prep tasks including 
removal of coatings, asbestos, glue or any other residue.  

 
The biggest surprise might be the price, from €32 per tool, list price.  
Read more about the new tools at www.htc-floorsystems.com 
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About HTC Sweden AB 
HTC Sweden is a fast growing company that was founded in 1987. In 1992 HTC Sweden launched a patent 
pending system used to grind various surfaces. Today HTC is the market leader within diamond-based floor 
grinding and cleaning. HTC has developed unique floor solutions such as polished concrete, e.g HTC Superfloor™ 
and in 2005 another revolution was released the unique diamond cleaning system Twister™.  
The head office along with production and product development is located in Söderköping, Sweden. Subsidiaries 
operate in USA, Germany, England and France. Since June 2013 HTC is owned by Polaris private equity, a 
Danish/Swedish private equity investor focusing on buy-out investments in small and mid-cap operations in 
Denmark and Sweden. The focus is set upon companies with an obvious development potential and a turnover span 
of SEK 250 - 2 000 million. Polaris has made 28 investments - 14 of them successfully divested. More than 50 
successful additional investments have been made within the portfolio companies. 
www.htc-floorsystems.com 
www.polarisequity.dk 
 


